This pdper introduces a variable-length unit selection method based on LSA-based syntactic structure for wncatenative speech synthesis. First, a probabilistic context t e e grammar (PCFG) based parser is used to construct the syntactic structure of the input text sentence. Second, the synfhesizer selects the candidate units for each node of the syntactic structure. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is then adopted to estimate the syntactic cost between the target unit and the candidate units in the databass.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, unit selection method has become the predominant approach in speech synthesis and captures the attention of most researchers. The process of unit selection in current speech synthesizers is based on some type of dynamic programming that selects units from large database with minimal cost functions. This means that the synthesizer needs to select one possible concatenation of candidate units of an input sentence. For syllable-based synthesizer, with I O candidate examples of each syllable of input sentence that is N syllables long, the number of alternative combinations is ION. Selection process h m large speech c o p r a was achieved by considering substitution and concatenation cost functions. Beside, researchers have long been trying to improve the naturalness of the synthesized speech by increasing the length of basic units from demi-phones, phones, di-phones, tri-phones, syllables [I] , words to non-uniform [2] or variable-length units [3]. Longer synthesis units will reduce the effect ofspectral distortion [4] .
In order to consistently synthesize natural speech, it is important to use the costs that correspond to perceptual characteristics. Many cost functions based on acoustic features are proposed. Textual features such as the phone type, the location in the sentence or the precedinglsucceeding phone type are also used in some synthesizers. Moreover, some researchers study on the combinations of different costs in linear or non-linear methods based on listening test In the past, not many synthesis unit selection methods considering syntactic structure were proposed [7][8]. In these approaches, searching for all possible combination of non-uniform units is not eficient and necessary. For example in the word sequence ''@Z&Fi&E," "WB" and "RW are the candidate units but "1w" is not a unit for consideration.
A variable-length unit selection scheme based on the syntactic structure and LSA-based syntactic cost function are proposed. Fig. 1 shows the system architecture. AAer text format processing, the input sentence is parsed into a syntactic shucture.
Consequently, the structure is vector-quantized into a vector and projected onto the lower dimensional space. The substitution cost for each candidate is estimated by the syntactic cost which calculated from the dis-similarity measure using VSM and joint inside probability. The concatenation cost is calculated from the difference of line spectrum pair frequency (LSF) from the adjacent frames of two successive units. The unit sequence i," with minimum cost is selected according to the cost function:
where c, ( . , . ) and C, (.,.) represent the substitution and concatenation costs, respectively. U , denotes the candidate unit sequence of length N. Finally, the combination with minimum cost is selected using the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm [IO] to give concatenafive speech output. lhis study focuses on the estimation of the substitution cost based on LSA.
0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE the sentence. An efficient way to calculate the probability under Chomsky Normal Form is the inside algorithm, a recursive algorithm which can be simply implemented by dynamic programming: of sentence N~ is given by: p N~ GV,~ 1 G ) . The symbol * denotes "all possible parse trees" and G is the PCFG model.
The syntactic structure of a sentence is given by p ( N , m I w , , lC), the parse with maximum probability. The probability of each rule is initially estimated as:
Joint Inside Probability
The variable-length units are selected from the word sequences with the most similar syntactic structure in the speech database.
The probability for the derivation from a non-terminal N, to a calculatedas:
where A -$ is a rule derived from non-terminal A to a sequence of terminals and non-terminals. C ( A +ai) is the count of the rule A + a,. used in the database.
Tree-Bank [9] to parse the syntactic siructure of the input sentence. Table I , . '
Inside Probability
Theoretically, the probability of a text sentence is calculated by simply summing the probabilities of all possible parse trees for where the delta function is defined as:
1, if 6 is a substring of Wm,-0, otherwise 6(m, n, 6) = Consequently, the syntactic parse tree with maximum probability is constructed by the Viterbi algorithm using the equation 
LSA-BASED SYNTACTIC COST
The qntactic structure of the sentence w,, for the synthesis unit 6 is vector-quantized as a vector x W = ( + , x 2 , . . . ,~R , ' , and each element is given by: as follows:
where R is the total number of rules in the PCFG model. The Syntactic Information Matrix is mapped onto a lower dimensional space using Latent Semantic Analysis. First, maXQ is decomposed by singular value decomposition (SVD) approach
=T.i,,S,,,(DQx.)T wheren=min(R,Q) (13)
Then, the reduced dimension is determined based on the eigen value covered
t .
~
Finally, combining the joint inside probability and the cosine measure, the syntactic cost between the target and candidate units is measured by:
cs(x'"),yb"') =
The above syntactic cost is applied into the cost function defined in Eq. (I) and the dynamic programming algorithm is used to select the unit sequence with minimum cost to give the concatenated speech.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed method, we collect a database of text corpus with 4,212 sentences and the number of words in the corpus is 68,392. It coven the 1,342 tonal syllables of Mandarin speech and the average appearing time of each tonal syllable is 51.79. The PCFG model is initiated using Eq. (2) based on the Sinica Tree-Bank Corpus in which the syntactic tree structures are manually annotated. Then the EM algorithm [I I] is adopted to estimate the probability of each rule based on the corpus. The speech corpus is spoken by a female speaker. The size of speech corpus is 7. 21 hours. An HMM-based speech recognizer is used to automatically segment the utterances into syllable segments. Speech signal is sampled at 22.05 kHz and analyzed with a frame size of IO ms. In the first experimenr the performance of arbitrary variable-length and syllable-based unit selection schemes were evaluated. Two sets of test sentences were synthesized separately. The cost function considen only acoustic features including line spectral pairs and average energy. An additional set of speech sentences spoken by the same speaker is recorded as the target speech for evaluation. Each set has 50 sentences different from the speech corpus. There are IO listeners panicipated in the listening test. The order of the synthesized speech utlerances is random for each listener. Table 2 gives the result for the preference listening test. The result shows that longer unit provides more natural sounding speech. Table 3 shows the preference listening test result for arbitrary vs. syntactic structure variable-length unit selection.
The same cost function in the previous experiment is used and the 50 sentences in the experiment for each method are different from the previous experiment. Although the number of possible candidates from arbitrary variable-length unit selection scheme is more than those from syntactic Structure, some units are still insufficient. The result shows that no significant difference between them was obtained.
The effectiveness of syntactic wst is also evaluated. The unit selection scheme in this experiment is based on the syntactic structure. Two sets of50 test sentences are synthesized with the LSA-based syntactic structure cost and awustic wst, respectively. 10 listeners in experiment one also conducted this experiment. Table 4 shows the result of the preference listening test. The syntactic wst function outperforms the awustic wst function by 10.8%. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of prosodic parameter sequences of the mean pitch period, duration of syllable and average energy for hvo speech sentences. One is synthesized using proposed synthesizer and the other is spoken by the speaker who provided the speech corpus. The synthesis unit sequence is "E + j g + & + E + d + B& + BtJ + % + n + s i l + E=@ + B U T + 7 + + ;e. + I K I + K&." It can be seen that the wntours are very close for most syllables, especially at some 2-syllable units. For example, in Fig.   3 , the prosodic parameters of"%&," "%%" and "; R?&" ofthe target and the synthesized speeches match well. However, some deviation occurs in the energy parameters. This results from the volume variation in the recording session. The wst function of acoustic feature can easily reduce the deviation.
CONCLUSION
This work proposed a variable-length unit selection scheme using LSA-based syntactic cost function. Longer unit will reduce the spectral diswntinuity, but insufficient long units reduce the naturalness of synthesized speech. Syntactic structure provides a significant approach to search the candidate units similar to natural speech. The proposed LSA-based syntactic wst function provides an effective estimation of substitution wst. The results show a promising performance on variable-length unit selection for Mandarin speech synthesis. Figure 3 . Example of the original (solid lines) and the synthesized (dotted lines) prosodic parameter sequences of (a) mean pitch period (b) duration of syllable and (c) average energy for the input sentence "Ejg&EZ!%2KI%%Q@l 2 E@ mTB@*LBtJ&&".
